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It starts with a point.
A single note abruptly struck, interrupting silence.
It is the something that has arisen out of nothing. An
individual note: sounding and then released.
A note strikes again, but is held longer.
It pushes through time, extending into space, stretching
vivaciously through the open air around it.
Before it can rest, a second note is struck;
its co-existence with the first forms a connection within
the spatial field. The two tones develop in conjunction,
resonating across the external plane, sometimes
harmonizing, sometimes deflecting. Together they
create a height and a width.
A third note is struck and the tones coil around us;
together they open a three-dimensional space, with
texture and depth. We enter into the composition,
experiencing the expression of its inner forces with all
of our senses.

This visual portfolio, unfolding through the following pages,
proposes a way to think through the experience of the eccentricities
and disorientations of black metal’s acoustics, by way of geometric
spaces. To initiate this exploration, it is helpful to begin by referring
to Wassily Kandinsky’s fundamental book Point and Line to Plane,
which provides graphic analyses of the elements of art. Kandinsky
will not only guide us in our looking at geometric elements, but his
interdisciplinary insistence of uncovering the “sounds” of art will
show us how to hear these elements as well—emphasizing the visual
and sonic cross-wires of this study.
The point is “the proto-element:” the smallest single unit, heard or
seen in isolation. It is sharp, assertive, and brief. It has a size and
shape. The point can be sound, or ink, or light. It is “a self-contained
thing, full of possibilities.” The note is struck, and the air is impacted.
As the first collision into the basic plane, the point is felt as an
“individual phenomenon,” an event. It is the moment where form
and expression break out of formlessness and potentiality.1
The second element is the line: the “greatest antithesis” to the point,
made by forcefully destroying the concentric tension of the point
and hurling it eccentrically through space. The track of the point is
drawn across the basic plane—the graphite across paper or the sound
through air.2
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We can also apply Kandinsky’s analysis of line elements to the
following photographs by Stephen Wilson, by describing the
compositions as depicting structures of black lines set against
a light-grey field. As in McLeod’s drawing, a multiplicity of
vertical lines persists in Wilson’s two photographs. These lines
are concentrated densely at the top of the plane, directing our
eyes upwards. Whereas intuition tells us that gravity should
attract heavier objects to the bottom of the plane, Wilson’s
photographs emphasize a sensation that the natural weight of the
composition has been dislocated.6 Indeed, this reorientation of
weight seems to be (like the acute angles) a distinctive feature of
this entire portfolio.
To be sure, the geometric analysis I am describing in this essay is
not purely objective, logical, or ideal, but is rather bound up in the
individual’s intuition. An intuition developed not through a priori
or self-evidential knowledge, but through practical and immediate
spatial-temporal experiences that the senses have gained through
living dynamically in this world. Kandinsky’s descriptions of lines
and weight reaffirm this concept, which Immanuel Kant describes
in his essay “What does it mean to orient oneself in thinking?” and
Edmund Husserl describes in “Clarification of the Origin of the Modern
Opposition between Physicalistic Objectivism and Transcendental
Subjectivism”: geometry is not only an algebraic or theoretical science,
it is the art of measuring the relationships between “things”; geometry is
to be discovered phenomenologically, with the body.7
Yet, there is an underlying assumption within Kandinsky’s geometric
analysis (evident in his description of weight naturally resting at the
bottom of a composition) that in order to think through a geometric
experience, one ought to be uprightly postured. Erwin Straus describes it
so: “The feet of the standing man are horizontally positioned, while his hands
and arms hang down from the shoulders; the contractions of back and neck
muscles are directed downwards.”8 Imagine how one is taught to contemplate
artwork in galleries: stand upright and tall, politely face the art object directly,
and survey from a distance. Straus continues: “vision perpendicular to one’s

own body axis confronts things as they
rise up vertically in a fronto-parallel
plane.”9 This distinction insists that
man’s upright posture is not only key
to his ability to perceive the living
world, but essential for his ability to
comprehend what he sees. It is this
vertical posture and the distance it
allows that distinguishes man from
beast, for: “Sight the animal has in
common with man, but in the upright
posture seeing is transformed into
beholding.”10 I have spent some time
with this notion of the upright posture
because the artworks in this portfolio
simultaneously employ and challenge
the orthodoxy of this orientation.
To return:
Wilson’s photographs position the
viewer within a geometric architectural
space that can be understood through
experiential intuition. The images
describe a steel structure with
transparent glass panes. This sort of
space is common enough that the viewer
can project their body within it, yet the
perspective of the artist’s camera offers
a destabilization by depicting the distant
expanses of the roof of the conservatory
from underneath and within. We know
that in order to achieve this viewpoint,
one cannot simply look straight
forward, but must stretch their neck
up and back. In this gesture of vertical
extension, the structure rises above us
(countering gravity) and we thrust our
gaze towards the glass panes to bridge
the perceptual distance of heights and
to enter the night sky glowing beyond.

Dimitris Foutris’s photographs depict a similar
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If we transgress this space,
Foutris’s photographs are
no longer representations
but rather invitations to
project oneself into a visual
experience, a journey that
questions one’s orientational
possibilities. Walking under
Foutris’s architectural forms
and looking directly forward
does not offer us enough to enter
these spaces. We must be flexible
as we tilt the head up and arch
backwards. We know this through
bodily experience, and we can see it
within the dance positions of cambré
(lifting of the solar plexus, arching
backwards from the waist, facing
upwards) or more completely by hinging
(bending at the knees, aligning the entire
top of the body parallel with the sky). These
physical motions teach us that, to transcend
our upright posture, the body must go down in
order to go up.
Balancing within this position, it is clear that
there is something of the abyss here as well. As the
black-metal band Darkspace explores: “Space is not
simply ‘out there’—we are in it and part of it. / We
propose an experiment: Choose a dark and clear night.
Lie down on your back. Look out for the stars. You will
feel like looking “up” into the sky, but in Space there are no
such things as ‘up’ or ‘down.’ You are adhered to the planet
by gravitational force only. Visualize that situation and look
‘down’ into the stars. You might feel the fascinating fear to lose
planetary contact and soar into the void…”12
By exploring geometric space, this portfolio proposes the ability to
disrupt objective visual representations of space, and invites viewers to
fall into the void, with head downwards.
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To behold this form, the eye might

form in relation to the viewer’s position in space,

concentrate its gaze at any point
along the pentagram’s path at will,
and then hold onto the line’s path
as it bursts visually outward. The
single continuous line extends and
then stops, carves back (drawing an
acute angle), transverses through
the centrum, crosses over (or under)
itself, and spikes into space, again,
again, again. Your foot may step
forward and then back, the head
tilts, the spine twists. Such constant
motion and reorientation makes it
possible to momentarily lose one’s
bearings. Turning and overturning,
it is possible to lose track of which
One inverts, and then inverts again.

way is up.

If Pelletier’s sculpture can be described
as continually pushing its beholder
outside of a clearly defined centric space,
Gast Bouschet and Nadine Hilbert’s
photograph suggests the possibility that
the beholder’s experience can simulate
sound: the perceiving body might
become completely entwined, or caught
up, within the geometric structure
represented. The tones coil around us;
together they open a three-dimensional
space, with texture and depth. We enter
into the composition, experiencing the
expression of its inner forces with all of
our senses. After all, orientation does
not belong to the image, but rather to the
relationship formed between the image
and the body experiencing it. Lacking
a visible anchorage, gravitational
sensibilities can be rejected and, along
with them, the sensation that there is
a clear orientation to begin from. The
eye might focus on one position, such
as the linear pentacle in the lower-left,
but it resolutely disperses outwardly,
throughout the entire compositional
field. Here, it seems that the viewer is
suspended already inside of vertigo.
As this portfolio demonstrates, the
possibility of perceptual inversion is
not limited to a simple reversal of “up”
and “down” but is an eccentricity and
disorientation. It disrupts and dislodges.
The orientational trajectory that I am
proposing is one that begins upright,
then looks up, arches over, curls back,
inverts, and experiences a sensation of
dislocating from gravity and spiraling
backwards into space.
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graphite on paper digitally reversed, A4
courtesy of Ivan Anthony Gallery
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photograpy, 13.5 x 18 in
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photography, 18 x 13.5 in
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digital print on fine art paper, 80 x 107 cm
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digital print on fine art paper, 80 x 107 cm

The Path Towards The Horizon, 2012

digital print on fine art paper, 80 x 107 cm
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Incantation of the Gates, London, 2011
photography

